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ABSTRACT: The development of convenient, real-time
probes formonitoring protein function in biological samples
represents an important challenge of the postgenomic era.
In response, we introduce here “transcription factor bea-
cons,” binding-activated fluorescent DNA probes that signal
the presence of specific DNA-binding activities. As a proof
of principle, we present beacons for the rapid, sensitive
detection of three transcription factors (TATA Binding
Protein, Myc-Max, and NF-kB), and measure binding
activity directly in crude nuclear extracts.

One of the most important challenges of the postgenomic era
is the development of probes that support the rapid, real-

time monitoring of protein function directly in native cellular
environments or crude cellular extracts (functional proteomics).1�4

Ideally, such probes should respond to endogenous target (i.e., the
naturally occurring protein rather than a recombinant fusion protein),
work directly under complex in vitro or in vivo conditions, and be
versatile enough to support the detection of a wide range of protein
functions.1�4 The availability of such probes would enhance our
ability to elucidate the role of protein function in healthy or disease
states, and would improve drug screening assays by enabling the
identification of inhibitors directly in biologically relevant samples.1�4

An increasingly important approach to functional genomics has
been the development of activity-based probes that respond to the
function of the targeted protein, rather than just its presence.
Successful examples include “tagged-chemical” activity-based
probes, which have been adapted to detect a range of enzyme
functions,3,4 and structure-switching sensors, which are activated via
covalent modification5 or via binding-induced conformational
changes.5�9 Expanding on this theme, here we describe a novel
class of structure-switchingmolecular probes that are activated upon
binding to specific DNA-binding proteins.

DNA-binding activity is ubiquitous; more than 10% of the
∼25 000 human genes encode DNA-binding proteins, the
majority of which function as transcription factors (TF)10 that
control crucial biological mechanisms such as cell proliferation
and apoptosis. Unfortunately, current methods for monitoring
DNA-binding activity are generally slow and cumbersome.11

Immunochemical approaches, for example, such as ELISAs and
Western blots, are multistep, reagent intensive techniques that
require specific antibodies against each new protein target.

Fluorescently labeled antibodies, the traditional method of
intracellular localization of DNA binding proteins, generally fail
to distinguish between binding-competent and binding-inhibited
forms, reducing their specificity, and suffer from constitutive
fluorescence, reducing their sensitivity. While widespread, other
in vitromethods for the detection of DNA binding activity such as
gel shift assay12 and fluorescence anisotropy suffer from being
time- and labor-intensive or are limited to the study of purified
materials.11 In response, Heyduk and co-workers have recently
developed bimolecular proximity assays, a convenient approach
to the detection of some TFs that employs the binding-induced
association of a two-part DNA recognition element.13 The
number of target proteins amenable to this approach, however,
is limited as the assay requires the presence of a covalent break
within the DNA recognition element.11 Finally, Tan and co-
workers have reported a molecular beacon for the detection of
single-stranded DNA-binding proteins.5,9 This does not, how-
ever, support the detection of transcription factors, which only
bind double-stranded DNA. In short, there remains a pressing
need for improved methods of detecting and quantifying the
DNA binding activity of transcription factors and other DNA
binding proteins.

We have developed a versatile new class of fluorescent sensors we
have termed Transcription Factor (TF) Beacons. The TF beacon
strategy is inspired by molecular and aptamer beacons,5,8,9,14,15

structure-switching oligonucleotide probes that, like naturally oc-
curring biomolecular switches,6 employ binding-induced structural
change to signal the presence of a specific molecular target or its
functioning. Critically, because their signaling is induced only by
the formation of a highly specific probe�target complex, such
conformation-linked sensors generally work well even when de-
ployed in complex environments, including inside living cells.6,16

The design of TF beacons requires that we convert a specific
double-stranded DNA binding sequences into a molecular switch.
This starts by selecting a consensus, double-stranded DNA binding
sequence that specifically recognizes the target TF (these are known
for most transcription factors of interest).18,19 Using freely available
software,20 which predicts DNA conformation thermodynamics
with relative accuracy (compare KS

pred. to KS
exp in Figure 1b), we

then incorporate additional nucleotide sequences to create a con-
struct that interconverts between two distinct conformations: a
stem-loop structure containing the specific DNA binding sequence
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of the target protein (red stem), and a double stem-loop “non-
binding” structure that lacks this recognition element (Figure 1a and
Supporting Methods). Binding of the target TF drives this con-
formational equilibrium toward the binding-competent, stem-loop
state via a population-shift mechanism.17 By attaching a fluoro-
phore/quencher pair to one of the two stems in the nonbinding
state, this conformational shift is signaled via a large increase in
fluorescence emission, enabling the quantitative detection of the
target protein (Figure 1a).

As our first proof-of-principle, we fabricated a TF beacon that
detects theDNAbinding activity of TATAbinding protein (TBP), a
TF present in virtually all eukaryotic cells.21 As predicted via
simulation (Supporting Figure 1),17 the beacon achieves near
optimal detection limits at a switching equilibrium constant, KS,
between 0.2 and 1 (Figure 1b,c). This balances the trade-off between
signal gain (optimal at lowerKS) andDNA binding affinity (optimal
at higherKS) (Supporting Figure 2).

17TheKS-optimizedTFbeacon
exhibits a fluorescence gain of about 300% at saturating TBP
concentrations and readily detects nanomolar target in less than
10 min (Figure 2, top-right). The sensor exhibits little (but, due to
cross-specificity of TF binding, not zero18,19) cross reactivity with
other TFs (Figure 2, top panels).

Motivated by our success in the detection of TBP, we designed
TF beacons targeting Myc-Max and NF-kB (Figure 2, middle,
bottom panels), two unrelated TFs that are potential targets for the
treatment of cancer and immune system diseases.22,23 Both achieve
similarly sensitive and rapid detection of their target DNA binding
proteins and exhibit little (but again, as expected, not zero18,19) cross
reactivity with other TFs (Figure 2, middle, bottom panels).

The specificity and selectivity of switch-based sensors6 is such
thatTFbeacons enable the rapid, convenient quantification of active
DNA binding proteins directly in crude nuclear extract (Supporting
Figure 3 and Figure 3). Indeed, we have used them to develop a

single tube assay that requires only three fluorescence measurements
to, respectively, establish the fluorescence of the beaconwhen it is in
equilibrium with the endogenous TF in the sample, when it is fully
unbound, andwhen it is fully in its emissive conformation (Figure 3a
and Supporting Methods). This assay consists of adding the TF
beacon to the sample and measuring its fluorescence signal when in
equilibrium with the TF. Then, an excess of a nonfluorescent,
nonswitching double-stranded DNA is added as a competitor to
determine the fluorescence of the fully unbound beacon. This is
followed by the addition of a single-strandedDNA that binds to and
stabilizes the beacon in its fully emissive configuration. Using this
simple, single-tube, three-measurement assay, we have determined
the endogenous TBP concentration in crude, 250 μg/mL HeLa
nuclear extract to be 5.8 ( 1.6 nM (Figure 3b; the confidence
interval represents the standard error of 4 independent
measurements). This value is in close agreement with the ∼5 nM
concentration obtained using gel shift assay (Supporting Figure 4);
however, our single-tube assay requires approximately a fifth of the
time, half the sample, and many fold less effort than is required by
the “gold standard” gel shift approach.

Figure 1. Transcription factor (TF) beacons for the quantitative
detection of DNA binding activity. (a) DNA sequences containing the
recognition site for a specific DNA binding protein (here shown, red
stem, for TATA binding protein (TBP)) are engineered into switches by
stabilizing an alternative “non-binding” conformation or state (left).
Binding of the protein thus shifts the switch’s conformational equilib-
rium toward the binding-competent state, which, in turn, is linked to an
increase in fluorescence. (b and c) Optimal detection limits are achieved
at intermediate values of the switching equilibrium constant (KS) as this
produces a switch that, in the absence of target, is predominantly in its
dark “non-binding” state without overstabilizing it, which would reduce
the beacon’s affinity (Supporting Figure 1).17

Figure 2. TF beacons are versatile, specific, sensitive and rapid. (Left)
TF beacons for the detection of TBP (circles, KD = 45 ( 3 nM), Myc-
Max (squares, KD = 134 ( 41 nM), and NF-kB (triangles, KD = 53 (
12 nM) exhibit nanomolar detection limits and little (but, as expected,
not zero18,19) cross reactivity with the other targets (open symbols).
(Right) TF beacons respond rapidly to their specific targets (at 10 nM
for TBP and 40 nM for Myc-Max and NF-kB) while, again, exhibiting
little cross reactivity with other targets (other targets at 40 nM). The
switching equilibrium constants (KS) of the sensors employed here are
0.2, 0.3, and 0.3 respectively, and represent optimal trade-offs between
sensor gain and DNA binding affinity (Supporting Figure 1).17
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The TF beacons we have described herein represent a versatile
new class of binding-activated probes for the monitoring of specific
DNA binding activity. These new probes achieve biologically
relevant specificities and detection limits. They are also convenient
and quantitative; using them we have measured the concentration
of a specific, active TF directly in crude nuclear extract in an
inexpensive, three-measurement, single-tube assay. Finally, using
free software tools20 (Supporting Methods) and commercial, auto-
mated DNA synthesis, TF beacons are easily designed and con-
veniently obtained for a wide range of DNA binding proteins. This
convenience and ease of fabrication suggests that TF beacons would
be amenable to high-throughput analysis, and their use of commer-
cial dye�quencher pairs should enable facile multiplexing.

TF beacons appear to provide significant advantages over existing
methods for the detection ofDNAbinding activity. For example, the
reagentless, activatable format of TF beacons drastically simplifies
the detection of activeDNAbinding proteins by eliminatingwashing
and/or transfer steps (e.g., ELISA, Western blots), electrophoresis
(e.g., gel shift assay), and the need to generate specific antibodies
(e.g., ELISAs). TF beacons are likewise much more selective than
fluorescence anisotropy-based detection approaches, which are
limited to use in highly purified samples11 and more general than,
for example, the “switch-like” proximity assay of Heyduk et al.,13

which requires two covalent breaks within the DNA recognition
sequence, limiting the number of target proteins it can detect.11

Finally, given their binding-induced signal activation, TF beacons
should provide an ideal quantitative probe for the in vivomonitoring
of DNA-binding activity as they likely exhibit much greater contrast
than “constitutively on” antibody-based imaging technologies (see,
by analogy, the successes of molecular beacons for intracellular
use16). Given these attributes, we believe thatTFbeaconsmay prove
of significant utility in a range of applications, including drug
screening, cancer diagnostics, and developmental biology, where
interest in the quantitative regulation of TFs is rapidly growing.22�25
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